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My Last Straw 

 

 
 
 
Since I was a kid, all I ever wanted to do was taste the 
wonderful, delicious drink, Fanta. Those 300mls of pure 
ecstasy were denied to me because of my utterly lacking 
rural neighbourhood. As a child from a small town I did not 
get a taste of the drink. I would watch TV and see famous 
people enjoying their Fanta, the elixir. Every time I had my 
hopes high that I finally found "the" drink, it turned out to be 
a cheap look-alike. I was a local achiever, in the sense that 
I had tasted every other drink available nearby. But Fanta 
eluded me. Most local drinks were only a 250ml and I would 
know its taste like the back of my tongue. I was even gifted 
with a straw, for my achievements, which I always carried 
around. But I knew Fanta was deeper and reaching the 
depths of such a beverage would be a real challenge. A lot 
of other kids envied my talent of drinking any local drink 
easily. Most people would have been perhaps satisfied with 
a local crown, but I was not. I fervently hoped that one day I 
would grow up and go to a big town and drink a complete 
bottle of Fanta. That was my childhood dream. 

A few years back, one of my favorite local lecturers told me 
about his adventure in Bangalore where he was visiting as 
a guest researcher. He described his whole day in the 
campus of some university called IISc. The highlight of the 
story for me, was the fact that this place called IISc had 
Fanta. This piece of anecdote motivated me to get into the 
campus. So I worked hard to clear the GATE exam. Then, 
in my dreams, I could see my gift straw into that 'first' bottle 
of Fanta. This clear cut vision drove me to work harder as 
the days passed. I managed to crack GATE and was 
selected to study at IISc. 
 
Subsequently, I reached IISc with my trusty straw and an 
advisor was assigned to me, for my direct Ph.D. I met him 
on the first day, where he was hoping to discuss my future 
research, my favorite subjects and so on. I was too excited 
about Fanta to have anything else occupy my mind. I told 
him my motivations sincerely, my background, and how I 
really wanted to taste a complete Fanta. My advisor 
smirked at my naive thought of trying to complete a Fanta in 
the first try. However he kindly agreed to sponsor the whole 
thing. 
 
We both went to some eating place in the campus, named 
Prakruti. I was overjoyed at the thought of trying out a Fanta 
for the first time in my own. I had heard of people doing it 
for a long time, I have seen great people confessing their 
addiction to the bottle of joy. I never thought I would get it, 
but there it was. My advisor had ordered it for me and the 
waiter placed it on the table. The waiter asked me whether I 
wanted a straw. I cheerfully refused and took out my trusty 
straw and immersed it in my first bottle of Fanta. I started 
sipping from it and I was enjoying every moment of it. 
 
My advisor who was staring at me for some time said, "You 
think that the straw that you have, is enough to reach the 
depths of the Fanta bottle?" 
 
Alas! It dawned upon me that I had been foolish to think 
that my special straw, made for local drinks, could reach the 
depths of Fanta. My old, trusty straw could only help me till 
250ml of Fanta and not beyond that. To go deeper I needed 
a longer straw and I did not have it. My advisor consoled 
me and asked me not to worry. He said that everyone goes 
through such setbacks while trying to reach a goal. 
 
"The first step towards amending, is realization. Now that 
you have realized that your straw is not sufficient, take 
another straw from here", he said. He had to leave then 
since he had a class to teach. I asked for another straw and 
I drank my Fanta. Sadly, Prakruti's straw was not enough to 
brave the depths of a 300ml Fanta bottle either. I could 
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never finish my Fanta. I saved the piece of straw to remind 
me of the Fanta I had. It was to remind me that I could 
never finish it. 
 
Over the course of time, I ordered more Fantas and my 
adviser would ask me to take more straws. He told me that 
we would never know when I might just get a straw that 
would help me finish my Fanta. I saved all the straws I used 
to drink my precious Fantas. At the end of two years he had 
forced me to take around 12 straws, none of which helped 
me finish a Fanta. I stopped ordering more straws and tried 
to use the straws I carried to drink my Fantas. It was really 
a very sad state of affairs then. 
 
At the end of my third year, I was sitting in Prakruti drinking 
my Fanta and staring at all the straws I owned. Voila! The 
answer to my problem, then, occurred to me.  

I realized that by jamming one straw into another, I could 
make a longer straw and thus reach the bottom of my 
Fanta. The epiphany was that I was thinking of each straw 
as a separate entity and this narrow thinking was getting 
me nowhere. No known single straw helped me, yet when I 
combined the straws, I could reach the depths easily. I 
finished my Fanta, reached my goal that day and I saved 
the straw that helped me reached the goal. Heaven knows 
that this was my last straw. I told my adviser about the 
breakthrough and he asked me to jot it down so that it might 
help others understand similar situations in life and he 
asked me to publish it somewhere. I agreed to do it and the 
fact that you are reading this, means that it has been 
published somewhere. 

 
Srikanth Pai (ECE)

 

 

 
Editorial 

 

Going Green 
 

With the frequent hikes in petrol prices, “going green” has 
never been cheaper (and undoubtedly, it is getting cheaper 
all the time). 
 
On Teachers' Day, the Environmental awareness 
committee of the Students' Council flagged off the concept 
of cycle/walk day where, on the 5th of every month, the 
institute community is invited to voluntarily avoid the use of 
motor vehicles and either cycle or walk on campus. Pankaj 
Jain, from the Students' Council tells me that the primary 
intention is to increase awareness and motivate people to 
cycle or walk at least once a month. 
 
Vehicular traffic on campus is increasing causing increasing 
distress to pedestrians. The long term aim of this initiative is 
to motivate people to avoid the use of motorized vehicles 
where unnecessary and encourage the use of cycles. 
Adding to the charm is the fact that IISc is a cyclists' 
paradise. 
 
While the ball has been set rolling, there are plans to 
increase the momentum and sustain it till the event 
becomes an integral part of the institute. This was evident 
in the increased publicity that the event was given in its 
second month. 
 
Pankaj hints at what is perhaps the one question the slightly 
skeptic are expected to raise “What difference does it make 
to the environment if we avoid the use of our motor vehicle 
for one day in a month?” He clarifies that it is not so much 
about reducing pollution as about increasing the ease with 
which a pedestrian or cyclist can commute on campus, due 
to the reduction in motor vehicles on that day of the month. 

An often raised point whenever a small group of 
enterprising people attempt to make some difference to the 
environment is, “Will it have any significant impact on the 
big picture?” I will not quote the clichéd “drops make up the 
ocean” maxim. Instead, I write what I consider to be an 
illustrative albeit deleterious example of the difference one 
man can make. 
 
In 1930, the American physicist and Nobel Prize-winner 
Robert Millikan said that there was no risk that humanity 
could do real harm to anything so gigantic as the Earth. In 
the same year, the American chemical engineer Thomas 
Midgley invented chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), the 
chemicals responsible for thinning the stratospheric ozone 
layer. 
 
Earlier, in 1921, Midgley, while working at Dayton Research 
Laboratories, a subsidiary of General Motors, discovered 
that the addition of Tetraethyl Lead (TEL) to gasoline 
prevented internal combustion engines from “knocking”. 
The company named the substance “Ethyl” to avoid all 
mention of lead in reports and advertising. 
 
CFCs led to depletion of the ozone layer and large scale 
combustion of leaded gasoline led to release of large 
quantities of poisonous lead into the atmosphere. 
 
J R McNeill an environmental historian has remarked that 
Midgley “had more impact on the atmosphere than any 
other single organism in Earth's history.” 
 
 

Arjun Shetty (ECE/MRC) 
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Going Once, Going Twice… 

 
The beauties were lined up.  
Each one had already decided which ones they were 
interested in. 
The auctioneer eagerly stepped in. 
Let the bidding begin….. 
 
It was Sotheby’s Central at the Old Amenities Hall on the 6

th
 

of August. The Students’ Council (SC) along with the 
Security Section organized a ‘Bicycle Auction’. They 
decided to do it the classy way – the ‘English way’. As I 
approached the venue, I realized that the process was 
already in full swing. Sri Vallabha (Amenities Committee, 
SC) stood at the apex of a human circle, enthusiastically 
narrating the high points of the metal skeleton placed in 
front of him. He would pause, then beam and shout out the 
quoting price (well, someone has an alternate career ready 
in case the research option doesn’t pan out as expected…). 
I thought that there would be a lull and people would be too 
shy to shout out their candidacy. Boy! Was I wrong. The 
cycle in question came under the ‘good-looking’ category 
and so its base price was about 500 bucks (the other 
category being ‘horrible’, the base price for which was 
usually around 250 bucks). But, these categories were 
highly subjective – as they say, “beauty lies in the eye of 
the beholder”. The offers started pouring in, and students 
were out bidding each other at lightning speed. In no time, 
the price had reached Rs. 1600. Going once, going twice, 
gone! Sold to the guy at the back, in a dusky yellow T-
shirt… who couldn’t stop grinning. The cycle was then 
taken to a makeshift office of sorts, where it was 
immediately registered (SC is planning to register all the 
existing cycles, so that the remaining ones can be 
auctioned in the second round).  
 
Bikes for girls were the ‘rare items’ in this auction (not 
surprising, considering the obscenely skewed sex ratio in 
the campus). Most of the cycles were thoroughly rusted, 
with no bells and no seats (the ‘horrible’ category) but this 
one girls’ cycle had the bare essentials plus a smatter of 

paint. Two girls came and stood right next to it, each step 
towards the cycle reeking of determination. The basal price 
was quoted. Even before the Gods could raise an eyebrow, 
the bidding-battle started. Increments of 50, and sometimes 
100 bucks, flashed right through. The war was long and 
finally a victor emerged. Applause. 
 
Some of the students were apprehensive about the 
condition of the cycles. One student lamented, “The state it 
(the cycle) is in, I hope it doesn’t break down midway…” 
Well, serious repairs were in order for all the cycles sold, 
but, I guess that was the idea – buy a dead cycle from the 
cycle graveyard (at a nominal price) and then bring it back 
to life; would probably be more profitable than buying a 
brand new one. Considering this was the first time 
something like this was attempted, I believe the process is 
in a phase of standardization.  
 
 
The auction started at around 10:00 and went on till 11:30. 
The junta (‘bidders’ and the ‘lookers’) left. I finally got the 
opportunity to talk to the SC volunteers. Sri gave me the 
ownership forms (of the cycles) and explained to me the 
nitty-gritty’s of the auction (like how the basal price was 
decided and how the students were asked to exercise 
caution while bidding and not go beyond a certain price 
range) and Sree (SC Chairman) talked about how the 
money collected will be utilized to install electronic air 
pumps (rumor has it that the SC is planning to put it at the 
SC office-Stores junction but nothing has been finalized 
yet).  
 
 
Some students panned the event; others enjoyed it to the 
hilt. Personally, I think that it was an adventurous 
enterprise. Something innovative. It helped ‘recycle’ a mess 
that we students create (albeit unknowingly). As I wrote 
before, the process is in a phase of standardization, and 
hope that the second auction would not be far along. 

Anindo Chatterjee (CNS) 
 
 

Women's Welfare Committee 

 
Women's Welfare committee is specially meant for the lady 
students of the institute community. This committee focuses 
on the academic/nonacademic issues associated with the 
lady students. Recently we had organized the Self defense 
Course for the women/girls of the institute community and 
got a good response.  
 
All the participants were happy and satisfied with the course 
which not only emphasized on the defense skills but also 
gave a moral boost. 

 
We requested for separate security outside the girl's hostel 
Ashwini and are still following it up. We also made attempts 
to solve some women related issues and complains.  
 
 
Our next plan is to organize the health awareness program 
for the women's. In concert with Students’ Council, this 
committee ensures the comfortable stay of the lady 
students in the campus. 

Students’ Council 
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Think! 

 
Reserve your right to think, for even to think wrongly is 
better than not to think at all! - Hypatia of Alexandria 
 
Each step you take should appeal to your curiosity, 
Do not shy away from contradiction and ambiguity, 
For your thoughtful response in face of such a difficulty, 
Will spur creativity! 
 
Breakdown a tough problem into simpler pieces 
Like white light a prism disperses, 
Remember this is achieved as the prism has multiple 
facets, 
So view a problem from different angles, be open, be deft! 
 
The greatest evil is fear, 
Think with a slate that is free from bias it's clear, 
The solution is like a chain of gears, 
Overcome the inertia and the goal is near! 

Ashish Joglekar (CEDT) 

 

U 

 
Find the 'U' in the unique 
find the calling of your heart 
let every fibre of your being 
value life's every new start.  
let no doubt shadow ur thoughts 
find the ground you will break 
write ur own story ur way.. 
ink ur life, have ur say!  

Poem and Photo: Madhurima Das (MGMT) 

Musings ! - A poem 
 

As I sat there, 
on a concrete bench.. 

 
 

There lays a playground, 
trees swaying, 

dispersed clouds 
dancing around 
that tall building, 

a wink of red glow 
of an aeroplane, above. 

 
 

A multitude 
of tranquilities.. 

 
 

And, as I sat there, 
musing, 

listening the music 
of your heart 

only to crave for 
those thousand moons 

sparkling 
in your eyes.. 

 
 

O! Wish you were here 
with me sitting 

on this concrete bench. 

 

Manish Gautam (CIVIL)

 
Gymkhana Corner 

 

Following with a warm welcome to the Freshers, Gymkhana 
club has come up with a number of activities including the 
trial sessions and auditions for various clubs. It witnessed a 
huge participation across the institute community. 
 
Continuing with the KSCA Metro Shield 2011 from past 
months, IISc cricket club has played two practice matches 
in the month of September. IISc Cricket Club vs Wilson 
Garden CC (4th Sept 2011) in which IISc won by 5 wickets; 
and IISc Cricket Club vs KIOC (11th Sept 2011) which 
KIOC won by 5 wickets. More details and statistics are 
available on the IISc cricket club blog. 
 
Chess club conducted a rapid chess tournament on 17th 
September. Played as per FIDE rules, each game was 
typically set for ten minutes per player without using time 

delay. Promising valuable gifts, the results were announced 
listing the score of top eight players. Sooraj 
K. Ambat, ECE deptt. secured the first position (Feder Rtg 5 
M-Buch 11 Buch 17.5 Progr 15 GP 100). 
 
New sessions for Salsa and Quickstep has been started. 
Classes for "Self Defense Techniques for Women" are 
being conducted (from 10

th
 September to 2nd October) by 

Kung-Fu club and Student Council. 
 
IISc Fine Arts Club organized IISc Art Exhibition on 29

th
 and 

30
th
 of October, for which entries had been invited from 

students and employees of IISc. Selected exhibited 
paintings will be published in IISc Calendar 2012 . There 
will be a canvas for a collaborative art work by visitors. 

Manish Gautam (CIVIL) 

With inputs from:  Fine Arts Club, IISc 
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Developing India 

Is India developing? Should we feel proud of the growth 
story of India? Haven’t we achieved anything after 
freedom? No, we have achieved a lot. Today we have easy 
communication, cheaper call rates. We can talk to our 
girlfriend/boyfriend throughout the night. We have high 
speed internet. We can go to mall and shop. There are 
standard private hospitals. We have well equipped 
ambulances with all modern facilities available. What else 
do we want? 
  
Yes!! Indian cities are developing. This development is not 
only due to policies adopted by our government. The major 
contribution is from private sector. We have standard 
hospitals which are not accessible to common man. We 
have well equipped ambulances; still common man dies on 
road. McDonalds is available within each 3km range in the 
city but people die of malnutrition in the states like Oddissa, 
Jharkhand etc. Today we find a number of hospitals in 
metro cities but you hardly find primary dispensary in rural 
areas of this country.  
 

We are happy of this development and why not!! We are 
happy because our vision is limited to 20% of India. 
 

Have we ever thought, how many of our friends are part of 
these development? How many of our friends are able to go 
to college after school? How many people get the 
professional education? Have we ever bothered about the 
availability of the government institutions with respect to the 
number of aspirants!! Most of us are lucky to have our 
parent’s annual income in lacs. Then only they can pay lacs 
of rupees annually towards the professional education of 
their children. Most of the private institutions have minimum 
annual fees of one lac rupees or more.  
 

The contribution of the government in the development of 
the nation when compared to the private sector seems

nominal. It is the responsibility of the government to look 
after the development of rural areas along with urban areas 
and let both the areas grow hand in hand instead of any 
discrimination. Failure of the government towards the 
execution of synchronous development causes the drastic 
variation in growth rate. Our metro cities are among the 
fastest developing zones worldwide. On the other hand, 
India is also in the list of those countries where people 
commit suicide because they fail to provide basic needs like 
food etc. to their family members. Today we should not be 
proud of achieving such a good GDP growth rate of 8.5%. 
Practically it’s a pseudo growth as we have an inflation of 
9.22% (July2011), population below poverty line is 37% 
(2010). Again if we want the actual GDP growth which is 
due to policies adopted by the government, we have to 
subtract the contribution from private sector. We should not 
feel proud that we Indians are hardworking and this 
development is due to our hard work. This so-called 
development was a demand of time. During 1900 there was 
industrial revolution in European countries; eventually 
demand of market comes into picture. Few decades later 
their own market had saturated and India was emerging as 
a global market so they have started investing here. These 
companies were profit oriented; hence they had invested in 
cities only. Theoretically there is nothing wrong in this 
business policy. There is no role of our government in this 
business and so-called development.  
 
 

If we want to see the true development of our country we 
need to focus on the rural areas. The government has to 
report the GDP of rural areas separately and should 
indicate their contributions. Government has to look after 
the execution of “Right to Education” and broaden its 
domain towards professional education which will lead to 
the fundamental development of the country. That will be 
the true meaning of “Developing India”.  

 

Saurabh Dixit & Kundan Kumar (MATERIALS)  
 

 
 

A few IISc ideas help make Boeing dream 
 

Over the last few years, IISc has emerged as one of only two places outside of the United States to be designated as 
Boeing Company research centres — the other being the Cambridge University. What started in 2005 as a five-year 
agreement, has now evolved into a long-term strategic tie-up. The tie-up has now produced over two dozen papers from 
faculty in various departments at IISc covering “nanotechnologies, structural alloys, composites, smart materials and 
structures, process modelling and simulation, manufacturing technologies, substructure fabrication and testing”. 

 
New Vaccine to boost fight against typhoid 

 

A new and much more effective vaccine for typhoid developed by Indian Institute of Science (IISc) Bangalore could hit the 
market in 5-6 years. Any individual would require just two doses of the vaccine to ensure lifelong protection from the 
disease.The new typhoid vaccine, technically termed DCVSTM, developed by Dipshikha Chakravortty and her team at the 
department of microbiology and cell biology at IISc in 2007-08, is likely to go for phase I human trials soon. The IISc 
vaccine against typhoid, which is caused by a bacteria called Salmonella, has shown as much as 90% efficacy in animal 
models. 
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A tryst with Anna 

 
Hey everyone, I recently had a chance to visit Ramlila 
Maidam which is the heart of ongoing Jan lokpal 
movement. I would just like to share my experiences.  
 
It was 26th August, the 11th day of the fight until death of 
the greatest crusader India has seen ever since Gandhi.  
 
I was in Delhi for a presentation at INAE at Bahadur Shah 
Zafar Marg. I had reached early in the morning and had got 
done with the business by lunch. Looking at the uncertainty 
of my program and also the events in Delhi, I had planned 
my travel back by the last flight which was at 9 in the night.  
 
So what do you do when are alone, have got time and only 
a kilometer away from Ramlila Maidan? I took the obvious 
decision and set myself on foot. Though August end, it was 
very humid thanks to the rain gods who are always 
postponing their work just like government of India and 
Indians in general.  
 
It was the first time I had been to that area and I realized it 
very late that I was walking down the right road without 
asking anyone for directions. How that happened was 
because most of the vehicles on that road (even some 
buses) were carrying the Tricolour on them. Trucks full of 
people, all dressed in white, were speeding up shouting 
Vande Mataram. Now I had heard those words in VNIT 
Auditorium during cult nights, at the end of Indio Pak cricket 
and hockey matches etc. while during those times it was 
more with fun than with meaning, this time it was different. 
People had the rage and courage to shout at the top of their 
voices only to be greeted back with the same slogan by 
many vendors, rickshaw walas, passerby's etc. As I kept 
walking further, more and more vehicles carrying tricolours 
were headed in the same direction.  
 
 
As I crossed one Traffic light, I came across a group of 
college students wearing Gandhi hats with the print 'MAI 
ANNA HUN' (in hindi obviously). I followed them and 
reached the far end of the road where Ramlila maidan is 
situated. The crowd there was more than that you expect to 
find in any busy market during the occassion of Diwali and 
all seemed to be engulfed by the spirit of Anna. The 
vendors started appearing, they were selling stuff from 
those Gandhi hats, to tricolours, to the kind of badges we 
see only during Amercian election saying 'I support Anna'. 
The number of people on foot started increasing and the 
policemen made their first appearance. To my surprise they 
were very calm, patient and co-operative; something they 
would not have done during their entire carrier in Delhi 
police. I saw range of people from school kids to rouge 
youngsters to grownups. Most of them were in like groups 
while many had come with their families. I even saw a 
group of only women in which one of them was pregnant. 
Everyone was walking at their own pace and occasionally 
shouting slogans in support of Anna and mostly against the 
government.  

As I went further, the vehicles started disappearing and 
more and more vendors selling even stuff of even greater 
variety were seen. Anna hats (it was time now that I see 
them as Anna hats and not Gandhi hats ) were now free 
and even Tshirts were there at one place. The whole area 
was a growing flood of white apparel. Many had painted 
tricolours on their faces and were offering free service to 
others. Seeing the barricades and the crowd converging, I 
knew I was near.  
 
Just outside the Ramlila Maidan , speakers were put up and 
I could hear a very instigating speech being given by 
someone. He was talking about some naya nara given by 
Anna.. humko desh banana hai.. something something. I 
felt no one liked it either as very few people paid attention. 
There were dozens of mobile vans of almost every hindi 
news channel carrying many sophisticated instruments. 
Their SLR's were a treat to the eyes.  
 
Vehicles were stopped way before the entry gate. It was a 
small gate (seeing that reminded me of Jallian Wala Bagh 
in Amritsar) heavily guarded. I had to cross two levels of 
metal detectors and x-ray for my back pack. I realized 
Indian police can do things properly only if they wish to do 
so. The entry points were better guarded than any of the 
important public places I have ever seen. For a change 
from what we see everywhere, everyone was in a queue 
and despite the humidity and sweat stood waiting without 
complaining. It was a prequel to what I was about to 
witness inside.  
 
Inside it was a whole different world of Anna. To me it 
looked exactly like we have seen in Peepli Live. News 
hungry cameras everywhere on tall platforms. Stalls of 
different news channels with proper security for each one of 
them. Reporters accompanied by cameramen and people 
posing for them. Just beyond them was something which 
looked like a grand get-together. There were more people 
in white than any other colour. Most of them were under a 
common tent which was put up for them. Rest were in small 
groups doing good in their own ways. Some were shouting 
slogans, some moving in circles, some dressed up in 
strange ways, some had just come like me, many looked 
like they were there for fun but most of them looked carried 
away by Anna's spell. True to it, the energy which radiated 
there was huge. There was chaos but I didn’t feel it.  
 
Never before in my life had I seen so many types of people 
at same place. The crowd ranged from lower strata of the 
society to the well-mannered few, there were both quiet and 
energetic types, young and old etc. Everyone had left his or 
her respective work to be there to support the movement 
and all were up to something, contributing in their own way, 
all except the reporters sitting under the temporary sheds 
put up for them. If they moved it was only with cameras and 
their microphones without a slightest look of care or respect 
for the cause. Maybe they were there for a long time or 
maybe they were too used to all this but this was what I 
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saw. Everyone looked different and 'reporters' looked 
different. They were even given special treatment as there 
was one press-only Zone.  
 
Having walked for around 20 minutes inside and listening to 
that speech which I could bear no longer, I asked a security 
man if would be lucky enough to see Anna in next half an 
hour, as the answer was no so I decided to leave. On my 
way to the exit, I encountered few more interesting people, 
signed at a few places, shook hands with a few, exchanged 
slogans with a group and even tried in vain to enter a media 
exclusive zone which was very near to Anna's main camp. 
The exit was much less congested and much easier than 
the entry.  

After coming out I got on a truck which I found had come 
from Hisar. They dropped me at the end of the road, from 
there I got an auto to the metro station and was surprisingly 
charged much less that what I had paid for coming there. 
Maybe that was his way of contributing to the Jan lokpal 
movement, to India against corruption.  
 
That night I boarded the flight thinking that if not Gandhi, I 
have been very close to Anna and even if I have not seen 
him, I have experienced his energy and his indomitable 
spirit.  
 
May God be with him, with us, with India.  

Ankit Chhabra (CIVIL)  

 

 
Fueling corruption 

 
H. P. Fuel Station on New B. E. L. Road 
 
I am writing this little article to alert the campus community 
about one of the fuel stations (a.k.a. petrol bunk) on New 
BEL Road, the HP bunk located opposite Barista.  
 
Most customers go there and ask for a certain amount of 
petrol and then carefully monitor the meter while it runs. 
When the meter touches about 60 to 70% of the full 
amount, another guy there comes to you and tells you 
about a Customer Card facility for frequent customers, or 
tells you that you can have the air pressure in the vehicle 
tires checked there, or gives you some free, but good, 
advice that you have to regularly clean or get your vehicle 
serviced, or simply asks you for payment. You are 
distracted by that and while you take your eyes off the 
meter for a fraction of a second, with amazing coordination, 
the other guy who is fueling the vehicle presses on some 
button on the dispenser unit and then even before you 
realize what is happening, the meter jumps and shows the 

full amount. Effectively, the guy seems to be refueling for 
only about 75% of the total amount we pay for. I realized 
that only after I checked the mileage. This has happened to 
me on two occasions and since then if I happen to land at 
that petrol bunk by mistake or by no choice, I just stare at 
the meter until it runs to the finish much to the 
disappointment of the other worker who tries to distract. I 
checked with a few colleagues in Vignanpura and they also 
seemed to have had similar experiences at that petrol bunk. 
Most of us do not want to pick a fight with the petrol bunk 
fellow that too during a rush hour (so hard to win such a 
fight anyways!). So, often times, we just let go!  
 
As it is, the prices of petrol are sky-rocketing. On top of it, 
we don’t get our money’s worth. This is probably one 
instance of how most of us common men get so easily 
cheated in the city. On a lighter note: Is it probably about 
time the Government of India introduced a C.A. (cheating 
allowance) component in the next Pay Commission 
recommendations? 

Chandra Sekhar Seelamantula (EE)  

 

 

The Occupied Emptiness 

Through this old frayed casement … 
 
 
The gust of air moves in 
Through the vacant room-in the barren mind 
Rustles the emptiness- wobbles stillness behind 
Without filling the blank, gently, it moves out 
 
I park myself, still, in this cozy chair- I watch 
The rushing out of that breeze into that blank space 
I speculate " ‘Contentment is to them who possess less’ 
Rest of them, are left empty- Happiness thus snatched 
 

I moved out of this “mansion”- leaving behind the emptiness 
 
Smiling, were they…but still the smile so barren 
Tears-that toppled down from their empty eyes- so deserted 
Amongst this huge crowd of folks- I am still… 
Encircled by the Illusion and befriended by this emptiness 
 
The occupied crowd hovers around 
Deep in me, there’s emptiness 
Empty thoughts and empty togetherness 
Empty the wholesome sky, an empty me and this empty 
ground 

Sanjeeta Sharma Pokharel (CES) 
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